Fat Quarter Fizz Quilt Pattern

**Fabric Requirements**

20 fat quarters (10 light prints & 10 dark prints)
3/4 yard binding
4 5/8 yards backing

**Cutting**

Cut each fat quarter into:

- 1 - 12 ½” x 13” rectangle
- 1 - 6 ½” x 13” rectangle

Cut binding fabric into:

- 8 - 2 ½” x width of fabric strips

**Piecing Instructions**

*Use ¼” seams and press as arrows indicate throughout.*

Assemble one dark print 12 ½” x 13” rectangle and one light print 6 ½” x 13” rectangle.

Dark Print Unit should measure 13” x 18 ½”.

Repeat nine more times. Make ten.

Assemble one light print 12 ½” x 13” rectangle and one dark print 6 ½” x 13” rectangle.

Light Print Unit should measure 13” x 18 ½”.

Repeat nine more times. Make ten.

Cut each Dark Print Unit and Light Print Unit in half following the diagrams.

Half Block Unit should measure 6 ½” x 18 ½”.

Make twenty Dark Half Block Units.

Make twenty Light Half Block Units.

**Finished Size:** 60 ½” x 72 ½”
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Assemble two different Dark Half Block Units.
Pay close attention to unit placement.
Dark Block should measure 12 ½" x 18 ½".
Repeat nine more times. Make ten.

Assemble three Light Blocks and two Dark Blocks.
Keep "top" facing up so seams nest.
Pay close attention to direction of the units.
Light Quilt Row should measure 18 ½" x 60 ½".
Repeat one more time. Make two.

Quilt Rows
Assemble three Dark Blocks and two Light Blocks.
Keep "top" facing up so seams nest.
Pay close attention to direction of the units.
Dark Quilt Row should measure 18 ½" x 60 ½".
Repeat one more time. Make two.

Quilt Center
Assemble two Dark Quilt Rows and two Light Quilt Rows.
Quilt Center should measure 60 ½" x 72 ½".

Finishing
Piece 2 ½" binding strips end to end for binding.
Quilt and bind as desired.
Follow the block instructions for the original Fat Quarter Fizz pattern. This reference guide will assist in making it in different sizes.

### Crib Quilt

*Finished Size: 36 ½” x 36 ½”*

**Fabric Requirements:**
- 6 Fat Quarters (3 Dark and 3 Light)
- ½ yard binding
- 1 ¼ yards backing

**Instructions:**
- Make 3 Dark Blocks and 3 Light Blocks.
- Layout in 2 rows of 3 blocks.
- Cut 5 binding strips.

### Small Lap Quilt

*Finished Size: 48 ½” x 54 ½”*

**Fabric Requirements:**
- 12 Fat Quarters (6 Dark and 6 Light)
- ⅝ yard binding
- 3 ¼ yards backing

**Instructions:**
- Make 6 Dark Blocks and 6 Light Blocks.
- Layout in 3 rows of 4 blocks.
- Cut 7 binding strips.

### Large Lap Quilt

Refer to Fat Quarter Fizz pattern for Large Lap size.

---
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**Twin Bed Quilt**

*Finished Size: 72 ½" x 90 ½"

**Fabric Requirements:**
- 30 Fat Quarters (15 Dark and 15 Light)
- ¾ yard binding
- 5 ½ yards backing

**Instructions:**
- Make 15 Dark Blocks and 15 Light Blocks.
- Layout in 5 rows of 6 blocks.
- Cut 10 binding strips.

**Queen Bed Quilt**

*Finished Size: 84 ½" x 90 ½"

**Fabric Requirements:**
- 36 Fat Quarters (18 Dark and 18 Light)
- ¾ yard binding
- 7 ¾ yards backing

**Instructions:**
- Make 18 Dark Blocks and 17 Light Blocks.
- Layout in 5 rows of 7 blocks.
- Cut 10 binding strips.

**King Bed Quilt**

*Finished Size: 108 ½" x 108 ½"

**Fabric Requirements:**
- 54 Fat Quarters (27 Dark and 27 Light)
- 1 yard binding
- 9 ¾ yards backing

**Instructions:**
- Make 27 Dark Blocks and 27 Light Blocks.
- Layout in 6 rows of 9 blocks.
- Cut 12 binding strips.